English — Read, Write, Inc
We will continue to develop our knowledge of the
different phonetic sounds and apply this knowledge
through writing during our topic and independent
writing lessons .

Maths

Science — Chemistry

Our key learning in maths will be…
LO: To add and subtract a one-digit number
from a one or two-digit number.
LO: To discuss and explore the concepts

LO: To begin to use basic punctuation . ? !

of height and length as well as mass

LO: To form capital letters & digits correctly.

and weight.

LO: To spell very common exception words.

LO: To identify and discuss properties of 2D
and 3D shapes.

We will be identifying, classifying and
describing the everyday objects and
materials around us.
LO: To distinguish between objects and
materials.
LO: To identify and name common

materials.
LO: To describe simple properties of some
common materials.

LO: To compare and classify some materials.

History

RE

We will be learning all about Guy Fawkes and the
Gunpowder Plot.
L.O: To learn about significant historical figures involved
and how those events have turned into modern day
Bonfire Night.

In RE we are learning about celebrations in

Year 1 Autumn 2

LO: To identify things that make us special.

SNAP! CRACKLE! POP!
ICT

Music
We will be working as a class to compose fireworks music.
LO: To able to use the musical elements of duration (long & short sounds)

timbre (different sounds made by each instrument) & dynamics
(loud & quiet) to re-create a bonfire night scene.

religions.
LO: To understand what it means to belong in
different religions.

Art

In computing we will be

In art we will be developing a range of

learning to use digital media

techniques of colour and pattern.

to create different textures,

LO: To design and create safety posters .

lines, tones, colour, shapes

LO: To use a variety of media to represent

fireworks scenes of different kinds .

